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CROCHET I SKILL LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE

ABBREVIATIONS
Alt = Alternate(ing)
Approx = Approximately
Ch = Chain
Cont = Continue
Pat = Pattern
Rem = Remaining
Rep = Repeat

Rnd = Round(s)
RS = Right side
Sc = Single crochet
Sl st = Slip stitch
St(s) = Stitch(es)
WS = Wrong side

MEASUREMENTS
•
Approx 9" [23 cm] wide x 6" [15 cm]
tall.
•
GAUGE
15 sc and 15 rows = 4" [10 cm].
MATERIALS

Caron® x Pantone™ (3.5 oz/100 g; 127 yds/116 m)
Main Color (MC) Coconut Cream (01001)
1 braid
Contrast A Spicy Blooms (01014)
1 braid
Size U.S. H/8 (5 mm) crochet hook or size needed to obtain gauge.
1 closed-end zipper, 9" [23 cm] long.
MC - 17-1452
A - 17-1452
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B - 17-1462

C - 17-1723

D - 18-1561

E-18-2436

INSTRUCTIONS
Notes:
• Before working with Caron
x Pantone multi-shade yarn
braid, separate each color link
and wind into 5 separate balls.

•

•

Each color link will be
referenced by its Pantone
color # (see label).
Designate each different
shade of the 5 separate yarn
balls as Contrast A, B, C, D and
E as noted in Materials section
(or as desired).
Due to finite amount of yarn
in each shade, pattern gauge
must be matched to ensure
successful results
When joining new color, work
to last 2 loops on hook of last
st. Draw new color through
2 loops, then proceed in new
color. Carry color not in use
across top of previous row and
work sts around it to prevent
stranding.
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With MC, ch 33.
1st rnd: 1 sc in 2nd ch from hook.
1 sc in each ch to last ch. 3 sc in
last sc. Do not turn. Working in rem
loops of foundation ch, 1 sc in each
ch to end of ch. Join with sl st to
first sc. 65 sc.
Referring to Key for color order,
proceed as follows:
2nd rnd: With A, ch 1. *1 sc in each
of next 4 sc. With MC, 1 sc in next
sc. Rep from * around. Join with
sl st to first sc. 1st row of Chart is
complete.
Cont working Chart in sc, reading
rows from right to left, until Chart
is complete. Fasten off.
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FINISHING
Sew zipper in position along top
edge of Bag.
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